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Abstract

We revisit the nature of the ocean bottom pressure (OBP) seasonal cycle by leveraging the mounting GRACE-based OBP

record and its assimilation in the ocean state estimates produced by the project for Estimating the Circulation and Climate of

the Ocean (ECCO). We focus on the mean seasonal cycle from both data and ECCO estimates, examining their similarities

and differences and exploring the underlying causes. Despite substantial year-to-year variability, the 21-year period studied

(2002–2022) provides a relatively robust estimate of the mean seasonal cycle. Results indicate that the OBP annual harmonic

tends to dominate but the semi-annual harmonic can also be important (e.g., subpolar North Pacific, Bellingshausen Basin).

Amplitudes and short-scale phase variability are enhanced near coasts and continental shelves, emphasizing the importance

of bottom topography in shaping the seasonal cycle in OBP. Comparisons of GRACE and ECCO estimates indicate good

qualitative agreement, but considerable quantitative differences remain in many areas. The GRACE amplitudes tend to be

higher than those of ECCO typically by 10%–50%, and by more than 50% in extensive regions, particularly around continental

boundaries. Phase differences of more than 1 (0.5) months for the annual (semiannual) harmonics are also apparent. Larger

differences near coastal regions can be related to enhanced GRACE data uncertainties and also to the absence of gravitational

attraction and loading effects in ECCO. Improvements in both data and model-based estimates are still needed to narrow

present uncertainties in OBP estimates.
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Key Points:6

• Substantial differences remain in satellite and model-based estimates of the mean7

seasonal cycle in ocean bottom pressure (pb)8

• Differences between two satellite gravimetry products suggest largest uncertain-9

ties around many continental boundaries10

• Absence of gravitational attraction and loading effects and intrinsic ocean vari-11

ability can lead to errors in model-based pb estimates12
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Abstract13

We revisit the nature of the ocean bottom pressure (pb) seasonal cycle by leveraging the14

mounting GRACE-based pb record and its assimilation in the ocean state estimates pro-15

duced by the project for Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO).16

We focus on the mean seasonal cycle from both data and ECCO estimates, examining their17

similarities and differences and exploring the underlying causes. Despite substantial year-to-18

year variability, the 21-year period studied (2002–2022) provides a relatively robust estimate19

of the mean seasonal cycle. Results indicate that the pb annual harmonic tends to dominate20

but the semi-annual harmonic can also be important (e.g., subpolar North Pacific, Belling-21

shausen Basin). Amplitudes and short-scale phase variability are enhanced near coasts and22

continental shelves, emphasizing the importance of bottom topography in shaping the sea-23

sonal cycle in pb. Comparisons of GRACE and ECCO estimates indicate good qualitative24

agreement, but considerable quantitative differences remain in many areas. The GRACE25

amplitudes tend to be higher than those of ECCO typically by 10%–50%, and by more than26

50% in extensive regions, particularly around continental boundaries. Phase differences of27

more than 1 (0.5) months for the annual (semiannual) harmonics are also apparent. Larger28

differences near coastal regions can be related to enhanced GRACE data uncertainties and29

also to the absence of gravitational attraction and loading effects in ECCO. Improvements30

in both data and model-based estimates are still needed to narrow present uncertainties in31

pb estimates.32

Plain Language Summary33

We revisit the nature of the ocean bottom pressure (pb) seasonal cycle by leveraging the34

mounting data from space gravity missions and their use in constraining model-based es-35

timates produced by the project for Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean36

(ECCO). We focus on the mean seasonal cycle from both data and ECCO estimates, ex-37

amining their similarities and differences and exploring the underlying causes. Despite sub-38

stantial year-to-year variability, the 21-year period studied (2002–2022) provides a relatively39

robust estimate of the mean seasonal cycle. The pb annual cycle tends to dominate but the40

semi-annual cycle can also be important in some regions. Amplitudes are enhanced near41

shallow coastal regions and can also vary more strongly across the coastal zone, pointing to42

the importance of changes in ocean bottom topography in shaping the seasonal cycle in pb.43

Comparisons of data and ECCO estimates indicate good qualitative agreement, but con-44

siderable quantitative differences in the magnitude and timing of maxima remain. Largest45

differences, which tend to occur near coastal regions, can be related to enhanced data un-46

certainties and also to the absence in ECCO of effects from gravitational attraction of land47

ice and water storage and related deformation of the ocean bottom.48

1 Introduction49

Pressure is a fundamental variable for describing the dynamics of geophysical fluids50

and is strongly related to kinematics through the geostrophic relation. Knowledge of the51

3-dimensional pressure field in the oceans can portray in detail the dominant circulation:52

its inference based on only temperature and salinity (density) fields was for a long time a53

main challenge in oceanography (e.g., Wunsch, 1996). With the advent of satellite altimetry54

came the ability to determine surface pressure and thus absolute pressure over the full water55

column, provided sufficient coverage of density measurements. The latter has been proving56

difficult to realize though, with the Argo program still mostly confined to the upper 2000 m.57

In this context, knowledge of ocean bottom pressure (pb) can add important information58

about the deep pressure fields and related circulation. However, measurements of pb on a59

global scale and continuously in time only became possible with the launch of GRACE in60

2002 (Tapley et al., 2004) and more recently its follow-on mission (Landerer et al., 2020).61
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Prior to the space gravimetry era, very little was known about variable pb over the global62

ocean. The main studies on global characteristics of pb variability (Gill & Niller, 1973; Ponte,63

1999), separated by almost 3 decades, focused on the seasonal cycle and were based on simple64

vorticity and Ekman dynamics (Gill & Niller, 1973) and a global ocean general circulation65

model (Ponte, 1999). Fully testing the model-based estimates in Gill and Niller (1973) and66

Ponte (1999) was, however, not possible due to the lack of appropriate observations.67

More than 20 years after the onset of space gravity measurements, much has been68

learned about pb variability and in particular about its seasonal cycle using both GRACE69

data and models (Kanzow et al., 2005; Bingham & Hughes, 2006; Ponte et al., 2007; Vino-70

gradov et al., 2008; Peralta-Ferriz & Morison, 2010; Johnson & Chambers, 2013; Piecuch &71

Ponte, 2014; Piecuch, 2015; Cheng et al., 2021; Xiong et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2023). Early,72

relatively noisy estimates of the seasonal cycle based on the initial releases of the GRACE73

data (Kanzow et al., 2005; Bingham & Hughes, 2006; Ponte et al., 2007) have given way74

to more stable estimates based on longer records and improved data releases (Johnson &75

Chambers, 2013; Cheng et al., 2021). Although observations and simplified models consis-76

tently represent major features of the seasonal cycle in pb and provide a similar qualitative77

description of its properties at regional scales (e.g., Peralta-Ferriz & Morison, 2010; Piecuch78

& Ponte, 2014; Piecuch, 2015), it is also evident that substantial differences remain in sea-79

sonal behavior when examined over the global oceans (e.g., Cheng et al., 2021; Xiong et al.,80

2022).81

In the present work, we take advantage of the mounting space-based pb record, and82

its assimilation in the model-based estimates produced by the project for Estimating the83

Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO; Wunsch et al., 2009), to revisit the nature84

of the pb seasonal cycle from a global perspective. We are particularly interested in defining85

the mean seasonal cycle from both data and ECCO, examining in detail their similarities86

and differences, and exploring their underlying causes. As one of the main climate signals in87

pb (see Figure 3 in Ponte, 1999), the seasonal cycle provides an excellent basis to assess both88

data and model strengths and shortcomings. Our analyses also aim to provide estimates of89

the mean pb seasonal cycle along with a measure of uncertainty that can serve as a reference90

for future studies.91

In the remainder of this paper, we describe the GRACE data and ECCO fields along92

with pertinent methods of analysis (Section 2), examine the general characteristics of the93

various mean seasonal cycle estimates (Section 3), explore their year-to-year variability94

(Section 4), and compare data and ECCO results to assess uncertainties and their causes95

(Section 5). A final section provides a general discussion and summary of our findings.96

Throughout the work, we label the annual oscillation in pb and its first and second harmonics97

as Sa, Ssa, and Sta, conforming with the nomenclature used by Ray et al. (2021) for the98

seasonality in sea level.99

2 Data, Models and Methodology100

2.1 GRACE Fields101

We use monthly pb mascon solutions from GRACE and GRACE-FO gravity field in-102

versions by two centers: Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL, RL06.1M.MSCNv03, Watkins et103

al., 2015; Wiese et al., 2023) and Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC, RL06v2.0 OBP,104

Loomis et al., 2019). The particular version of the JPL product covers the time period from105

April 2002 to November 2022, with pb data discretized in the form of 3◦ × 3◦ equal-area106

caps. The GSFC mascons, available from April 2002 to December 2022 at this writing, are107

provided on an equal-angle 1/2
◦
grid. Data in some months are unavailable due to issues like108

instrument problems, calibration campaigns, and gap between the two missions. For both109

datasets, monthly global mean values are subtracted to remove pb signals associated with110

the inverted barometer effect and the net freshwater transfer into the ocean from land and111
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atmosphere. In addition, we apply an ad hoc correction for the bottom pressure signatures112

of four major earthquake events (2007 Sumatra-Andaman, 2010 Maule, 2011 Tohoku-Oki,113

2012 Indian Ocean; Han et al., 2013). For each of these events, we define a ∼5–10◦ area114

around the source location, discard at every grid point the two monthly pb values at and115

immediately after the earthquake, and detrend (separately) the remaining time series seg-116

ments.117

2.2 ECCO Output118

The ECCO project provides global ocean state estimates, comprising important vari-119

ables such as pb, by constraining the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circu-120

lation model to most available ocean observations in a weighted-least-squares optimization121

procedure (e.g., Wunsch et al., 2009; Forget et al., 2015; Fukumori et al., 2019). Mini-122

mization of the overall model-data misfits is achieved by adjusting atmospheric boundary123

conditions, internal model parameters, and initial conditions, within estimated uncertain-124

ties. Given that ECCO solutions are constrained by other observations beyond GRACE125

and GRACE-FO data, they represent a comprehensive synthesis of information from all126

available data. Comparisons of ECCO and GRACE provide a measure of uncertainty in the127

respective pb estimates, stemming from both data and model issues.128

In this study, we use pb output from the latest ECCO product (version 4 release 5 or129

v4r5 hereafter). The horizontal resolution varies from 22 km in low and high latitudes to130

111 km (nominal 1◦ × 1◦) in mid latitudes (O. Wang et al., 2020). Monthly pb fields are131

available between January 1992 and June 2023. Note that after 2019, ECCOv4r5 is not132

constrained to observations. We did not find noticeable differences in the seasonal cycle133

characteristics when including the latter period without observational constraints. Global-134

mean values of pb are removed in each month, given our focus on dynamically relevant135

pb signals. As with the GRACE data, we take pb as pressure value normalized by ρg, where136

ρ = 1030 kg m−3 is sea water density and g = 9.81 m s−2 is the acceleration of gravity. In137

text and figures, pb values are thus given in units of length or equivalent water thickness.138

2.3 Analysis Methods139

We extract the seasonal cycle and its formal standard errors from the monthly ECCO140

and GRACE fields using least-squares harmonic analysis at each grid point. To minimize141

inter-product discrepancies brought on by different resolutions and sampling months, we first142

average pb fields from GSFC mascons and ECCO to match the grids in JPL mascons, and143

then apply the harmonic analysis over common months across both GRACE products and144

ECCO estimates. Our phase convention is as in Ray et al. (2021) and all three harmonics145

(Sa, Ssa, Sta) are considered in the fit. These oscillations are written as A cos [Θ(t)−G],146

where A is amplitude, G is phase lag, and the argument Θ(t) is taken relative to the vernal147

equinox, thus tying the seasonality to its main physical cause. For the annual cycle, Θ(t)148

equals h, the sun’s mean ecliptic longitude with periodicity of a tropical year (Doodson, 1928;149

Ray et al., 2021). Arguments for semiannual and terannual terms are defined accordingly,150

that is, Θ(t) = 2h (Ssa) and Θ(t) = 3h (Sta).151

To assess the representativeness of the mean seasonality derived from 21 years, we cal-152

culate standard deviations and standard errors from the 21 yearly harmonics relative to their153

mean values. For all three frequencies under analysis, we first deduce the mean harmonics154

as
∑N

n=1 Ane
iΘn/N , where An and Θn represent Sa, Ssa or Sta amplitude and phase in155

year n, and N = 21 is the total number of years (i ≡
√
−1). The resulting mean amplitude156

and phase values, denoted as A and Θ, are then used to calculate the standard deviation in157

amplitude and phase following
√∑N

n=1(An −A)2/N and
√∑N

n=1(Θn −Θ)2/N . For any158

given year, when |Θn −Θ| > π, this value is converted to 2π − |Θn −Θ| to account for the159

cyclicity of phases. Standard errors are then given by standard deviation values scaled by160

1/
√
N .161
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3 Basic Characteristics of the Mean Seasonal Cycle162

Estimates of the mean seasonal cycle in pb based on both GRACE products are pre-163

sented in parallel with those from ECCO. The discussion is centered on the qualitative164

characteristics of the seasonal cycle common to all the estimates, with detailed quantitative165

comparisons and differences between them presented in Section 5.166

The mean seasonal cycle is portrayed in terms of its Sa, Ssa and Sta harmonics (Figures167

1, 2 and 3 respectively) and also as four season means (DJF, MAM, JJA, SON) in Figure168

4. In the context of the standard errors defined in Section 2 and shown in Figures 5–7,169

the Sa harmonic is the most well determined. Nevertheless, both Ssa and Sta harmonics170

exhibit amplitudes above standard errors over extensive areas of the ocean (Figures 1–3).171

All harmonics are thus treated in what follows.172

Annual variations in pb (Figure 1) are the largest in general. Typical Sa amplitudes173

of 0.5–2.5 cm are seen in most of the deep oceans, reaching a maximum ∼ 4 cm in the174

Australian-Antarctic basin. Amplitudes are substantially larger in many enclosed seas and175

coastal regions, up to ∼ 20 cm in the Gulf of Carpentaria and the Gulf of Thailand. The176

annual cycle tends to be weaker in the Atlantic basin relative to the Pacific and Indian177

Oceans, and with the (possible) exception of the subtropical South Pacific and subpolar178

North Pacific, there is no clear pattern of western intensification.179

The larger annual cycle is also reflected in the pb seasonal means (Figure 4). In most180

of the ocean, the seasonal cycle reaches its maximum in local winter and minimum in local181

summer. For example, in the subtropical North Pacific, the annual cycle is maximum in182

January, consistent with largest positive pb anomalies in DJF and negative anomalies in183

JJA, with weaker anomalies in spring and fall. Regions with similar characteristics include184

most of the Southern Ocean, Nordic Seas, and coasts of the Barents and Kara Seas. These185

regions have significant annual pb variations in response to wind-driven Ekman transports,186

as examined in Cheng et al. (2021). In the Beaufort Sea and the East Siberian and Laptev187

Seas, including their coasts in the Arctic, annual peak values occur from August to October,188

consistent with maximum pb anomalies found in the fall months (Figure 4).189

Away from the coasts, annual phases tend to be similar along longitude within each190

basin and imply no clear westward propagation. Annual phases are also somewhat similar191

across different basins (Figure 1). In fact, most of the Indian, Pacific (except the subtropical192

North Pacific) and Arctic Oceans on one hand, and the Atlantic and Southern Oceans on the193

other, show anomalies of the same sign in DJF and JJA seasons (Figure 4). Such behavior194

is consistent with previous results (e.g., Ponte, 1999; Vinogradov et al., 2008; Johnson &195

Chambers, 2013) and can be attributed to large-scale wind forcing patterns and the efficient196

adjustment of the mass field over the global ocean at the annual time scale.197

In contrast to the homogeneous Sa phases over the deep ocean, sharper phase transitions198

can be seen near many coastal regions (e.g., along eastern North America and eastern Asia).199

This phase behavior suggests more complex (shorter scale) spatial structures of the annual200

cycle in coastal regions, where dynamical regimes are likely affected by water depth and201

bottom topography (e.g., Chen et al., 2023). Such coastal influences can still leave their202

imprint on the relatively coarse-resolution (∼ 3◦) fields analyzed in Figures 1 and 4.203

While Sa is the largest harmonic over most of the deep oceans, semiannual (Ssa) varia-204

tions are non-negligible (Figure 2) and can be as or more important in some regions, such as205

the Bellingshausen Basin and the western subpolar North Pacific. These deep ocean regions206

have Ssa amplitudes > 1 cm (Figure 2), with maximum and minimum pb anomalies being207

three, and not six months apart (Figure 4). Otherwise sub-centimeter Ssa amplitudes are208

found over most of the deep oceans.209

Similar to Sa, many enclosed seas and coastal regions exhibit enhanced Ssa amplitudes210

(maxima > 3 cm around the Maritime Continent and in the Red Sea and also relatively211
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Figure 1. Annual (Sa) amplitude (cm, left) and phase (relative to the vernal equinox in de-

grees, right) calculated from monthly pb record in ECCOv4r5 (a,b), JPL GRACE (c,d), and GSFC

GRACE (e,f) between 2002 and 2022. White contours in the left panels denote areas where ampli-

tudes are smaller than the standard errors.

large values along East Siberia and around the Bering Strait). Semiannual phases show,212

however, considerably more spatial structure than Sa phases (cf. Figures 1 and 2), not just213

around coastal regions but also in the deep oceans. There is also more spread in the phases214

from the three products, suggestive of noisier and consequently more variable estimates. We215

return to these differences in more detail in the next section.216

The terannual component (Sta, Figure 3) is the weakest of the three harmonics and217

also the most uncertain when examined in terms of respective standard errors (Figures218

3a,c,e and 7). Despite noticeable large-scale differences, particularly between ECCO and219

GRACE phases (e.g., Indo-Pacific, subpolar North Atlantic), amplitude and phase patterns220

are still qualitatively similar among the different products. Aside from some coastal regions,221

Sta amplitudes of ∼ 1 cm, well above the standard error (Figure 7), occur in the western222

subpolar North Pacific, Beaufort Sea, and the Australian-Antarctic basin. Smaller values of223

≲ 4 mm are prevalent elsewhere (Figure 3). That the Sta harmonic is relatively robust in224
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Figure 2. As in Figure 1, but for semiannual (Ssa) harmonics.

many areas despite its small values contrasts with the findings of Ray et al. (2021) for sea225

level. It is plausible that impacts of eddy “noise” on sea level are comparatively stronger226

than on pb fields analyzed here (cf. Hughes et al., 2018). Some of this noise is also smoothed227

in our analysis through the use of averages over 3◦ × 3◦ boxes.228

4 Year-to-Year Variability229

A general measure of overall stability of the seasonal cycle can be obtained by calculat-230

ing the standard deviations of amplitude and phase over the 21 years of record (2002–2022),231

as described in Section 2. The resulting standard deviations in Figures 5, 6 and 7, for the232

Sa, Ssa and Sta harmonics, respectively, indicate substantial variations of the seasonal cycle233

from year to year, in comparison to the mean amplitudes and phases in Figures 1–3.234

The year-to-year changes in amplitude tends to scale with the mean value, that is,235

largest variability coincides with places of largest mean amplitude, cf. Figures 5–7 and 1–3.236

This does not hold everywhere, though. For example, extensive parts of the Bellingshausen237

Basin show relatively variable Sa amplitudes and phases, which in turn contributes to the238
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Figure 3. As in Figure 1, but for terannual (Sta) harmonics.

region’s low mean amplitudes in Figure 1. Similar behavior seems to be present in the239

Australian-Antarctic basin for Ssa (Figures 2 and 6). In contrast, relatively stable phases240

can allow for a relatively strong mean seasonal cycle in some areas (e.g., Sa in the subtropical241

western South Pacific and Indian Oceans, Ssa in the midlatitude western North Pacific).242

Large (basin-scale) areas of most stable phases are found for Sa in the Indian Ocean and243

the western South Pacific, for both GRACE and ECCO estimates. The variability in phase244

tends to increase from Sa to Ssa to Sta.245

Comparing results across GRACE and ECCO, there are no systematic differences in the246

patterns of phase variability, but higher amplitude variability is seen in GRACE for most247

of the global ocean and for all harmonics. Data noise and other factors, like the presence of248

intrinsic pb variability in GRACE but not in ECCO (see Section5), may be partly responsible249

for the noted behavior.250

One key question related to climate change concerns the possibility of trends in the251

magnitude and phasing of the seasonal cycle. Although our record length (21 years) is252

relatively short to address such issues, we have carried out simple linear fits of the yearly253

time series of amplitude for Sa, Ssa and Sta harmonics. Apart perhaps from decreasing254
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Figure 4. Mean pb for seasons DJF (a,e), MAM (b,f), JJA (c,g) and SON (d,h), for JPL (left)

and ECCOv4r5 (right). Period of analysis is 2002–2022. Seasonal anomalies based on GSFC are

very similar and thus omitted to minimize clutter.
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Figure 5. Annual harmonic: standard deviation (SD) of amplitude and phase for ECCO (a,b),

JPL GRACE (c,d) and GSFC GRACE (e,f); colorbar ticks for standard error (SE), corresponding

to SD/
√
21, are also provided.
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Figure 6. As in Figure 5 but for semiannual harmonic.
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Figure 7. As in Figure 5 but for terannual harmonic.
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Sa amplitudes in the East Siberian coastal regions, the results of the exploratory analysis255

(not shown) did not reveal any major patterns of statistically significant trends consistently256

present across the GRACE and ECCO products.257

5 Uncertainties in the Mean Seasonal Cycle258

Returning to Figures 1–4, the mean seasonal cycle in pb estimated from GRACE data259

and ECCO is qualitatively similar, in terms of spatial patterns of maximum/minimum am-260

plitudes and phases. The qualitative agreement between ECCO and GRACE is expected261

given that ECCO solutions are constrained by GRACE (JPL mascons), as well as by most262

available in situ and satellite observations. A more quantitative comparison, however, can re-263

veal potential uncertainties in both the observations and the model-based, data-constrained264

ECCO estimates. We first examine differences between JPL and ECCO estimates and265

then elaborate on possible reasons for these differences coming from data noise and missing266

physics in the ocean model underlying the ECCO estimates. Focus is on the largest Sa and267

Ssa terms.268

5.1 Assessment of JPL and ECCO Estimates269

The differences between JPL and ECCO amplitudes and phases (Figure 8) imply sizable270

large-scale biases between the two estimates of the mean seasonal cycle. Annual amplitudes271

can differ by more than 0.5 cm in extensive areas, particularly around continental bound-272

aries. Semiannual amplitude differences are generally smaller but exhibit similar enhance-273

ment near the boundaries. Differences for both harmonics amount to typically 10%–50% of274

their respective amplitudes, and to more than 50% in several regions (e.g., around Green-275

land, near South Africa, Ross Sea; Figure 8b,f). Even small percentage differences in some276

marginal seas with large amplitudes (e.g., Sa in the Gulf of Carpentaria or Mediterranean277

Sea) translate to root-mean-square (rms) differences of more than 1 cm.278

The JPL GRACE amplitudes can be both larger and smaller than the ECCO am-279

plitudes, with a tendency for larger values particularly for Sa term. The organization of280

these differences in large-scale patterns of the same sign suggest that uncertainties in the281

estimated seasonal cycles can be correlated on broad spatial scales. Salient examples in282

Figure 8 are the negative values for most of the Southern Ocean in the case of Sa, and the283

positive values for most of the Atlantic, Indian and western tropical Pacific Oceans, in the284

case of Ssa.285

Differences in phase (Figure 8c,g) show behaviors similar to those noted for amplitudes.286

Sizable discrepancies of > 30◦ (that is, > 1 or 0.5 months for Sa and Ssa, respectively) are287

apparent in many regions. Both positive and negative values occur on relatively large scales,288

with considerable portions of individual basins (e.g., Atlantic) exhibiting phase differences289

of mostly the same sign. As for amplitudes, there is a tendency for larger phase differences290

close to the continental boundaries.291

The joint effect of amplitude and phase differences is captured by the rms difference292

also shown in Figure 8d,h. Largest values (> 1 cm) are mostly confined to coastal regions,293

confirming the tendency noted from the separate analysis of amplitude and phase variables.294

The somewhat larger rms values in Figure 8d,h compared to those in Figure 8a,e imply that295

both amplitude and phase differences can contribute to the estimated differences between296

GRACE and ECCO.297

The amplitude and phase differences in Figure 8 are substantially larger than the stan-298

dard errors particularly for the Sa term (Figures 5 and 6) and indicate that the year-to-year299

variability provide a limited view on the uncertainty of the mean pb seasonal cycle. In other300

words, sampling statistics of the mean seasonal cycle cannot explain the differences between301
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JPL and ECCO estimates in Figure 8. Instead, the differences may rather point to either302

data or model (ECCO) errors, or most likely a combination of both, as explored next.303

5.2 Data Uncertainties304

To probe for possible data errors, we examine differences in the seasonal harmonics305

between the JPL and GSFC mascon products (Figure 9). Although gravity fields solutions306

from both sources use essentially the same sensor data (ranging, accelerometers, etc.) and307

can contain common errors that will be eliminated in their differences, results in Figure308

9 provide an estimate of potential uncertainties resulting from different data processing,309

correction, and filtering techniques.310

A comparison with Figure 8 reveals similar spatial patterns but for the most part with311

somewhat weaker magnitudes and more variability on shorter scales, for both amplitude and312

phase differences. A common characteristic is the tendency for larger differences to occur313

around the boundaries in general. There are considerable amplitude differences between314

JPL and GSFC fields in the Arctic and in subpolar coastal regions (e.g., around Greenland,315

Sea of Okhotsk), and more generally around other continental boundaries, which are similar316

to those in Figure 8. Largest phase differences tend to cluster also around the boundaries.317

Some interior ocean regions with large differences (e.g., semiannual cycle in the South Pa-318

cific) coincide with places with weak amplitudes, where more unstable phase estimates are319

expected.320

Enhanced discrepancies in amplitude and phase estimates near the boundaries are sug-321

gestive of potential uncertainties related to the implementation of necessary filtering pro-322

cedures to minimize leakage of strong seasonal variability in land ice and hydrology into323

oceanic pb fields (e.g., Wiese et al., 2016). In some of these regions (e.g., around Green-324

land and Hudson Bay, and in the Arctic and western Mediterranean), the rms differences325

between JPL and GSFC can be larger than those between JPL and ECCO for both Sa and326

Ssa (cf. Figures 8d,h and 9d,h). Data issues are thus likely a substantial contributor to327

the differences with ECCO in these and other coastal regions. In a more global sense, the328

rms values in Figure 9 are smaller but not negligible compared to those in Figure 8 and329

can partly contribute to the observed mismatches between JPL and ECCO estimates of the330

seasonal cycle.331

5.3 Model Representation Errors332

A variety of factors may affect the ability of the ECCO solutions to fit the observational333

constraints, including those from GRACE. In particular, parts of the variability present in334

the satellite data may not be representable by the physics encoded in ECCO’s numerical335

ocean model—a classic case of a representation error. One important process worth explor-336

ing here are gravitational attraction and loading (GAL) effects, especially those related to337

changes in land ice and terrestrial hydrology, as well as the atmosphere over land, which338

can cause significant seasonal pb signals (Vinogradova et al., 2010, 2011).339

These GAL effects on pb were calculated as detailed in Appendix A, using the GSFC340

fields for cryospheric and hydrological mass loads and surface atmospheric pressures from341

an atmospheric reanalysis. The resulting Sa and Ssa variability (Figure 10), which com-342

pares well with similar estimates based on different periods and mass load datasets (e.g.,343

Vinogradova et al., 2011), is largest around landmasses and extensive ice bodies. Most344

important contributions from seasonal land ice and terrestrial water storage changes occur345

around Eurasia, North and South America, and from the atmosphere around Eurasia (Sa)346

and Antarctica (Ssa). The Arctic also shows elevated GAL signals for both Sa and Ssa.347

Values > 0.7 cm for Sa and > 0.2 cm for Ssa, seen near several of these continental348

boundaries, are appreciable when compared to Sa and Ssa pb amplitudes in Figure 1 and 2349

and are similar in magnitude to the rms differences between GRACE and ECCO (Figure350
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8d,h). Moreover, the larger GAL values occur in regions where there are noticeably larger351

rms differences between ECCO and JPL seasonal estimates (Figure 8d,h). It is therefore352

plausible that GAL-related variability contributes to the latter differences.353

Assuming the ECCO fields do not represent any GAL variability, adding the estimated354

GAL effects in Figure 10 to ECCO should lead to a reduction in the mismatch to GRACE.355

The rms differences between ECCO and JPL data are indeed reduced in 56% (Sa) and 55%356

(Ssa) of the oceans when the ECCO fields are augmented with the GAL seasonal cycle357

(Figure 11). More importantly, largest reductions of > 5 mm (Sa) and > 2 mm (Ssa) can be358

seen around several landmasses, particularly in areas with largest GAL effects (e.g., around359

Greenland and the Amazon, near Alaska). There are clearly more larger-magnitude rms360

reductions than increases for both Sa and Ssa terms (Figure 11b,d). Nevertheless, basins361

like the Arctic show a larger mismatch between GRACE and ECCO Sa estimates when362

GAL effects are considered (Figure 11a). Similar results are found for Ssa in regions around363

Antarctica that feature relatively large atmospheric GAL effects (Figures 10f and 11c).364

Several factors can cloud up the hypothesis testing in Figure 11. Given that ECCO is365

constrained by GRACE-derived pb fields, it is possible that part of the GAL signals in the366

data are fit by the ECCO optimization, despite the absence of GAL physics in the ocean367

model. This could lead to double counting in our analysis. Our estimates of GAL in Figure368

10 also carry the uncertainty implicit in the GSFC fields used. As another caveat, the369

response to GAL effects may not be fully static as assumed here, particularly in shallow and370

constricted regions and for the faster harmonics (see, e.g., Piecuch et al., 2022). Results in371

Figures 10 and 11 are nevertheless indicative that GAL effects need careful consideration in372

studies of the mean seasonal cycle in pb.373

Another type of representation error that can affect ECCO estimates and their differ-374

ence to GRACE rests with intrinsic ocean variability, which is internally generated and not375

directly driven by the atmosphere (Zhao et al., 2021). Intrinsic signals are associated with376

nonlinear mesoscale processes and energy cascades that are not aptly modeled at the coarse377

resolutions used in the ECCO solution analyzed here. In particular, results in Zhao et al.378

(2021) indicate that such intrinsic variability has a substantial signature at the seasonal379

time scale.380

As shown in Figure 12b, largest seasonal intrinsic variability can amount to > 0.5 cm381

(standard deviation) in some areas. These signals are again appreciable compared to sea-382

sonal rms differences between JPL and ECCO estimates in Figure 12a in regions associated383

with strong mean currents and eddies (e.g., along the Gulf Stream, Kuroshio Extension, Ag-384

ulhas and Antarctic Circumpolar Currents). In particular, enhanced rms JPL and ECCO385

differences near the Agulhas Retroflection and the Argentine Basin could be at least partly386

associated with the marked seasonal intrinsic variability in the same regions (Figure 12).387

The expected random character of intrinsic contributions can also play a part in some of the388

higher phase variability in the GRACE fields compared to ECCO in regions of the Southern389

Ocean and the North Atlantic (cf. Figure 5). As with GAL effects, these results are only390

suggestive, since the ECCO optimization may fit some of the intrinsic variability present391

in the GRACE, thus reducing its impact on the differences in Figure 8. In addition, inde-392

pendent estimates of seasonal intrinsic variability in Figure 12 are needed to confirm the393

original results of Zhao et al. (2021).394

6 Summary and Final Remarks395

The available record of surface mass changes provided by GRACE and its follow-on396

mission is now sufficiently long to yield relatively stable estimates of the mean seasonal397

cycle in pb over the global ocean, despite large variability of this seasonal cycle from year to398

year. Such estimates confirm the major influence of bottom topography on the amplitudes of399

the pb seasonal cycle, with largest values appearing in many shallow coastal regions. There400
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is also enhanced variability in some deep basins (e.g., sub-polar North Pacific, Australian-401

Antarctic Basin) because of weakened gradients in ambient potential vorticity associated402

with peculiar topography and/or stronger wind forcing (e.g., Gill & Niller, 1973; Ponte,403

1999; Vinogradov et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2023). Contributions from the annual term are404

generally the strongest, but the semi-annual harmonic is also important in several regions.405

Our joint analyses of two GRACE products and a recent ECCO solution reveal good406

qualitative agreement among the respective mean seasonal cycle estimates, but more quan-407

titative analysis of their differences (Figures 8 and 9) sheds light on potentially remaining408

deficiencies in both the gravimetry data and ECCO. In particular, differences between the409

JPL and GSFC GRACE products are consistent with larger data uncertainties near many410

coastal regions, including places where leakage of land mass signals are a well-known issue.411

In turn, for the ECCO estimates, the absence of GAL effects can also contribute to errors412

that are largest around landmasses with a strong interior mass change signal (e.g., South413

America, Greenland, and Gulf of Alaska). Moreover, intrinsic ocean variability, also missing414

in the ECCO estimates, can affect the fidelity of pb estimates in regions of strong mean415

currents and eddies.416

As evident from the influence of leakage of land signals onto pb estimates, resolution417

is one critical element in the quest to achieve improved estimates of pb variability and418

specifically its seasonal cycle. Resolution is especially important in regions with strong419

spatial gradients in pb variability, like those seen in many coastal regions and adjacent420

continental slopes marking the transitions from the deep ocean to shallow shelves. Although421

the 1◦ × 1◦ GSFC and ECCO fields can give a more refined picture of coastal pb changes422

than the 3◦ × 3◦ fields analyzed here, still finer grids will be needed to examine short scale423

structures of the pb seasonal cycle in the coastal zones (e.g., Piecuch et al., 2018). Higher424

resolution in model-based estimates like those produced by ECCO would also allow for425

better representation of bottom topography and coastal dynamics.426

Notwithstanding issues of spatial resolution and missing physics, the general consistency427

between the satellite and ECCO mean seasonal cycle estimates suggests that model-based428

pb fields can be use to explore shorter spatial scales and extended periods than those al-429

lowed by the available space gravity data. In the meantime, improved sampling and other430

advancements, in part related to oceanographic applications, are expected from future grav-431

ity missions (Daras et al., 2024). Amid these developments, the mean seasonal cycle, given432

its relatively large amplitude and robust sampling statistics, remains a key metric to as-433

sess the quality of—and guide improvements to—pb estimates from observations, models,434

or syntheses thereof.435

Appendix A Gravitational attraction and loading436

Changes in the mass distribution in any component of the Earth system affect ocean437

bottom pressure via the physics of gravitational attraction and loading (GAL, Vinogradova438

et al., 2011). Processes summarized under GAL—or self-attraction and loading in most439

previous works (e.g., Tamisiea et al., 2010; Vinogradova et al., 2010)—are the gravitational440

attraction of water toward the mass anomalies, crustal deformation under these loads, and441

the associated changes in Earth’s gravitational field. Such gravity field perturbations act as442

a body force on the oceans, leading to adjustments in pb, which we refer to as pGAL hereafter.443

Under the assumption that the ocean’s response is static (i.e., the applied loading is balanced444

by the resulting bottom pressure gradients), the GAL effects on pb or sea level are commonly445

calculated from given surface loads by solving the sea level equation (Farrell & Clark, 1976;446

Tamisiea et al., 2010). Iterations are invoked to ensure the the total inferred ocean load447

balances the total of the loads applied. On the solution level, values of pGAL can be split448

into449

pGAL =
1

A

∫
A

pGALdA+∆pGAL (A1)450
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that is, a spatial mean GAL effect, taken over the ocean with surface area A, and deviations451

from that mean, ∆pGAL (Vinogradova et al., 2010, 2011). In our analysis of the seasonal452

cycle, we focus on the spatially non-uniform components of pb and hence only values of453

∆pGAL are required. To this end, we resort to an approximation and replace the sea level454

equation with a much simpler, non-iterative GAL scheme adopted from tidal literature455

(Schindelegger et al., 2018). Suppose that a field of surface loads p′ (pressure in units456

of equivalent water thickness) is expanded into spherical harmonics and that only elastic457

components participate in the GAL response. For a given degree n and order m, we then458

evaluate (e.g., Hendershott, 1972)459

p∗GAL,nm =
3ρw (1 + k′n − h′

n)

ρe (2n+ 1)
p′nm (A2)460

where ρw and ρe are mean densities of seawater (1030 kg m−3) and the Earth (5517 kg m−3),461

and (k′n, h
′
n) are the degree-dependent load Love numbers (H. Wang et al., 2012) in the462

center of figure frame. The asterisk in Eq. (A2) indicates that the quantity p∗GAL synthesized463

from all spherical harmonic coefficients has, in general, a non-zero spatial mean. Thus, our464

estimate for ∆pGAL is465

∆pGAL = p∗GAL − 1

A

∫
A

p∗GALdA (A3)466

We apply Eqs. (A2) and (A3) separately to the in-phase and quadrature components of the467

respective harmonic (either Sa or Ssa). The considered loads p′ are (1) changes in land ice468

and terrestrial water storage, and (2) atmospheric mass variations as represented by ERA5469

(Hersbach et al., 2020, 2023) surface pressures over land. For (1), we directly use Sa and470

Ssa estimates fitted to GRACE GSFC land values on a 1/2
◦ × 1/2

◦
latitude-longitude grid.471

The GSFC fields are relatively smooth in space and therefore better suited than the JPL472

mascons for calculations involving spherical harmonics. All input fields are for the 2002–473

2022 time period and the spectral truncation is at n = 179. Note that we disregard effects474

of dynamic bottom pressure (Vinogradova et al., 2011), as the relevant oceanic mass loads475

are not easily separated from land-induced ∆pGAL signals in the GRACE fields and ECCO476

itself likely contains some oceanic GAL components (introduced by fitting to GRACE, see477

the main text).478

Given that Eq. (A2) is central to the sea level equation calculus (see Tamisiea et al.,479

2010), our estimates for GAL-induced pb fluctuations at the annual time scale are fairly480

consistent with Vinogradova et al. (2011)—compare their Figure 2 with Figure 10. The481

apparent differences are likely due to a mixture of various effects, including (i) omission of482

the degree-2 rotational feedback in the above procedure, (ii) differences in the temporal and483

spatial coverage of the input fields, (iii) finer spatial detail allowed for by our 1/2
◦ × 1/2

◦
484

computational grid, especially near coastlines, and (iv) use of GRACE-based loads instead485

of numerical model results with limited fidelity over ice sheets (cf. Figure 1 in Tamisiea et486

al., 2010).487

Appendix B Open Research488

The datasets used in this study are available from the following links: JPL monthly489

mass grids (https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/dataset/TELLUS GRAC-GRFO MASCON CRI490

GRID RL06.1 V3), GSFC global mascon solutions (https://earth.gsfc.nasa.gov/geo/491

data/grace-mascons), and ERA5 surface pressure (https://doi.org/10.24381/cds492

.adbb2d47). The pb fields from ECCOv4r5 are available from the ECCO project upon re-493

quest (https://www.ecco-group.org/). Harmonics shown in Figures 1–3, Matlab scripts494

for their calculation, and GAL data as shown in Figure 10 are provided in Zhao et al. (2024).495
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Figure 8. Assessment of differences between JPL GRACE and ECCO for annual (left) and

semiannual (right) harmonics: (a,e) JPL minus ECCO amplitudes; (b,f) Magnitude of the ratio

of JPL minus ECCO amplitude to max(JPL, ECCO) amplitude; (c,g) JPL minus ECCO phases;

(d,h) Root-mean-square difference between JPL and ECCO.
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Figure 9. As in Figure 8 but for the differences between JPL and GSFC mascons.
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Figure 10. Standard deviation of Sa (left) and Ssa (right) harmonics for gravitational attrac-

tion and loading (GAL) effects on ocean mass redistribution due to seasonal changes in land ice,

terrestrial water storage, and atmospheric mass over land. Panels (a,d) show the net GAL effect of

these loads, made up by contributions from ice and hydrology (b,e) and the atmosphere (c,f).
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Figure 11. Root-mean-square difference between JPL and ECCO estimates minus rms difference

between JPL and ECCO plus GAL fields, for Sa (a) and Ssa (c). Difference between positive and

negative values of area-weighted histograms are shown to the right (b,d). The bar at the endpoint

represents the cumulative tail values. Positive values cover ∼ 56% (Sa) and 55% (Ssa) of the global

ocean area.

Figure 12. (a) Root-mean-square difference between JPL and ECCO estimates for the combined

Sa and Ssa harmonics. (b) Standard deviation in cm of the mean seasonal cycle in pb associated

with intrinsic ocean variability, reproduced from Figure 3 of Zhao et al. (2021). Here, the mean

seasonal cycle is defined based on monthly mean composites; see Zhao et al. (2021) for details.
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Key Points:6

• Substantial differences remain in satellite and model-based estimates of the mean7

seasonal cycle in ocean bottom pressure (pb)8

• Differences between two satellite gravimetry products suggest largest uncertain-9

ties around many continental boundaries10

• Absence of gravitational attraction and loading effects and intrinsic ocean vari-11

ability can lead to errors in model-based pb estimates12
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Abstract13

We revisit the nature of the ocean bottom pressure (pb) seasonal cycle by leveraging the14

mounting GRACE-based pb record and its assimilation in the ocean state estimates pro-15

duced by the project for Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO).16

We focus on the mean seasonal cycle from both data and ECCO estimates, examining their17

similarities and differences and exploring the underlying causes. Despite substantial year-to-18

year variability, the 21-year period studied (2002–2022) provides a relatively robust estimate19

of the mean seasonal cycle. Results indicate that the pb annual harmonic tends to dominate20

but the semi-annual harmonic can also be important (e.g., subpolar North Pacific, Belling-21

shausen Basin). Amplitudes and short-scale phase variability are enhanced near coasts and22

continental shelves, emphasizing the importance of bottom topography in shaping the sea-23

sonal cycle in pb. Comparisons of GRACE and ECCO estimates indicate good qualitative24

agreement, but considerable quantitative differences remain in many areas. The GRACE25

amplitudes tend to be higher than those of ECCO typically by 10%–50%, and by more than26

50% in extensive regions, particularly around continental boundaries. Phase differences of27

more than 1 (0.5) months for the annual (semiannual) harmonics are also apparent. Larger28

differences near coastal regions can be related to enhanced GRACE data uncertainties and29

also to the absence of gravitational attraction and loading effects in ECCO. Improvements30

in both data and model-based estimates are still needed to narrow present uncertainties in31

pb estimates.32

Plain Language Summary33

We revisit the nature of the ocean bottom pressure (pb) seasonal cycle by leveraging the34

mounting data from space gravity missions and their use in constraining model-based es-35

timates produced by the project for Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean36

(ECCO). We focus on the mean seasonal cycle from both data and ECCO estimates, ex-37

amining their similarities and differences and exploring the underlying causes. Despite sub-38

stantial year-to-year variability, the 21-year period studied (2002–2022) provides a relatively39

robust estimate of the mean seasonal cycle. The pb annual cycle tends to dominate but the40

semi-annual cycle can also be important in some regions. Amplitudes are enhanced near41

shallow coastal regions and can also vary more strongly across the coastal zone, pointing to42

the importance of changes in ocean bottom topography in shaping the seasonal cycle in pb.43

Comparisons of data and ECCO estimates indicate good qualitative agreement, but con-44

siderable quantitative differences in the magnitude and timing of maxima remain. Largest45

differences, which tend to occur near coastal regions, can be related to enhanced data un-46

certainties and also to the absence in ECCO of effects from gravitational attraction of land47

ice and water storage and related deformation of the ocean bottom.48

1 Introduction49

Pressure is a fundamental variable for describing the dynamics of geophysical fluids50

and is strongly related to kinematics through the geostrophic relation. Knowledge of the51

3-dimensional pressure field in the oceans can portray in detail the dominant circulation:52

its inference based on only temperature and salinity (density) fields was for a long time a53

main challenge in oceanography (e.g., Wunsch, 1996). With the advent of satellite altimetry54

came the ability to determine surface pressure and thus absolute pressure over the full water55

column, provided sufficient coverage of density measurements. The latter has been proving56

difficult to realize though, with the Argo program still mostly confined to the upper 2000 m.57

In this context, knowledge of ocean bottom pressure (pb) can add important information58

about the deep pressure fields and related circulation. However, measurements of pb on a59

global scale and continuously in time only became possible with the launch of GRACE in60

2002 (Tapley et al., 2004) and more recently its follow-on mission (Landerer et al., 2020).61
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Prior to the space gravimetry era, very little was known about variable pb over the global62

ocean. The main studies on global characteristics of pb variability (Gill & Niller, 1973; Ponte,63

1999), separated by almost 3 decades, focused on the seasonal cycle and were based on simple64

vorticity and Ekman dynamics (Gill & Niller, 1973) and a global ocean general circulation65

model (Ponte, 1999). Fully testing the model-based estimates in Gill and Niller (1973) and66

Ponte (1999) was, however, not possible due to the lack of appropriate observations.67

More than 20 years after the onset of space gravity measurements, much has been68

learned about pb variability and in particular about its seasonal cycle using both GRACE69

data and models (Kanzow et al., 2005; Bingham & Hughes, 2006; Ponte et al., 2007; Vino-70

gradov et al., 2008; Peralta-Ferriz & Morison, 2010; Johnson & Chambers, 2013; Piecuch &71

Ponte, 2014; Piecuch, 2015; Cheng et al., 2021; Xiong et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2023). Early,72

relatively noisy estimates of the seasonal cycle based on the initial releases of the GRACE73

data (Kanzow et al., 2005; Bingham & Hughes, 2006; Ponte et al., 2007) have given way74

to more stable estimates based on longer records and improved data releases (Johnson &75

Chambers, 2013; Cheng et al., 2021). Although observations and simplified models consis-76

tently represent major features of the seasonal cycle in pb and provide a similar qualitative77

description of its properties at regional scales (e.g., Peralta-Ferriz & Morison, 2010; Piecuch78

& Ponte, 2014; Piecuch, 2015), it is also evident that substantial differences remain in sea-79

sonal behavior when examined over the global oceans (e.g., Cheng et al., 2021; Xiong et al.,80

2022).81

In the present work, we take advantage of the mounting space-based pb record, and82

its assimilation in the model-based estimates produced by the project for Estimating the83

Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO; Wunsch et al., 2009), to revisit the nature84

of the pb seasonal cycle from a global perspective. We are particularly interested in defining85

the mean seasonal cycle from both data and ECCO, examining in detail their similarities86

and differences, and exploring their underlying causes. As one of the main climate signals in87

pb (see Figure 3 in Ponte, 1999), the seasonal cycle provides an excellent basis to assess both88

data and model strengths and shortcomings. Our analyses also aim to provide estimates of89

the mean pb seasonal cycle along with a measure of uncertainty that can serve as a reference90

for future studies.91

In the remainder of this paper, we describe the GRACE data and ECCO fields along92

with pertinent methods of analysis (Section 2), examine the general characteristics of the93

various mean seasonal cycle estimates (Section 3), explore their year-to-year variability94

(Section 4), and compare data and ECCO results to assess uncertainties and their causes95

(Section 5). A final section provides a general discussion and summary of our findings.96

Throughout the work, we label the annual oscillation in pb and its first and second harmonics97

as Sa, Ssa, and Sta, conforming with the nomenclature used by Ray et al. (2021) for the98

seasonality in sea level.99

2 Data, Models and Methodology100

2.1 GRACE Fields101

We use monthly pb mascon solutions from GRACE and GRACE-FO gravity field in-102

versions by two centers: Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL, RL06.1M.MSCNv03, Watkins et103

al., 2015; Wiese et al., 2023) and Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC, RL06v2.0 OBP,104

Loomis et al., 2019). The particular version of the JPL product covers the time period from105

April 2002 to November 2022, with pb data discretized in the form of 3◦ × 3◦ equal-area106

caps. The GSFC mascons, available from April 2002 to December 2022 at this writing, are107

provided on an equal-angle 1/2
◦
grid. Data in some months are unavailable due to issues like108

instrument problems, calibration campaigns, and gap between the two missions. For both109

datasets, monthly global mean values are subtracted to remove pb signals associated with110

the inverted barometer effect and the net freshwater transfer into the ocean from land and111
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atmosphere. In addition, we apply an ad hoc correction for the bottom pressure signatures112

of four major earthquake events (2007 Sumatra-Andaman, 2010 Maule, 2011 Tohoku-Oki,113

2012 Indian Ocean; Han et al., 2013). For each of these events, we define a ∼5–10◦ area114

around the source location, discard at every grid point the two monthly pb values at and115

immediately after the earthquake, and detrend (separately) the remaining time series seg-116

ments.117

2.2 ECCO Output118

The ECCO project provides global ocean state estimates, comprising important vari-119

ables such as pb, by constraining the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circu-120

lation model to most available ocean observations in a weighted-least-squares optimization121

procedure (e.g., Wunsch et al., 2009; Forget et al., 2015; Fukumori et al., 2019). Mini-122

mization of the overall model-data misfits is achieved by adjusting atmospheric boundary123

conditions, internal model parameters, and initial conditions, within estimated uncertain-124

ties. Given that ECCO solutions are constrained by other observations beyond GRACE125

and GRACE-FO data, they represent a comprehensive synthesis of information from all126

available data. Comparisons of ECCO and GRACE provide a measure of uncertainty in the127

respective pb estimates, stemming from both data and model issues.128

In this study, we use pb output from the latest ECCO product (version 4 release 5 or129

v4r5 hereafter). The horizontal resolution varies from 22 km in low and high latitudes to130

111 km (nominal 1◦ × 1◦) in mid latitudes (O. Wang et al., 2020). Monthly pb fields are131

available between January 1992 and June 2023. Note that after 2019, ECCOv4r5 is not132

constrained to observations. We did not find noticeable differences in the seasonal cycle133

characteristics when including the latter period without observational constraints. Global-134

mean values of pb are removed in each month, given our focus on dynamically relevant135

pb signals. As with the GRACE data, we take pb as pressure value normalized by ρg, where136

ρ = 1030 kg m−3 is sea water density and g = 9.81 m s−2 is the acceleration of gravity. In137

text and figures, pb values are thus given in units of length or equivalent water thickness.138

2.3 Analysis Methods139

We extract the seasonal cycle and its formal standard errors from the monthly ECCO140

and GRACE fields using least-squares harmonic analysis at each grid point. To minimize141

inter-product discrepancies brought on by different resolutions and sampling months, we first142

average pb fields from GSFC mascons and ECCO to match the grids in JPL mascons, and143

then apply the harmonic analysis over common months across both GRACE products and144

ECCO estimates. Our phase convention is as in Ray et al. (2021) and all three harmonics145

(Sa, Ssa, Sta) are considered in the fit. These oscillations are written as A cos [Θ(t)−G],146

where A is amplitude, G is phase lag, and the argument Θ(t) is taken relative to the vernal147

equinox, thus tying the seasonality to its main physical cause. For the annual cycle, Θ(t)148

equals h, the sun’s mean ecliptic longitude with periodicity of a tropical year (Doodson, 1928;149

Ray et al., 2021). Arguments for semiannual and terannual terms are defined accordingly,150

that is, Θ(t) = 2h (Ssa) and Θ(t) = 3h (Sta).151

To assess the representativeness of the mean seasonality derived from 21 years, we cal-152

culate standard deviations and standard errors from the 21 yearly harmonics relative to their153

mean values. For all three frequencies under analysis, we first deduce the mean harmonics154

as
∑N

n=1 Ane
iΘn/N , where An and Θn represent Sa, Ssa or Sta amplitude and phase in155

year n, and N = 21 is the total number of years (i ≡
√
−1). The resulting mean amplitude156

and phase values, denoted as A and Θ, are then used to calculate the standard deviation in157

amplitude and phase following
√∑N

n=1(An −A)2/N and
√∑N

n=1(Θn −Θ)2/N . For any158

given year, when |Θn −Θ| > π, this value is converted to 2π − |Θn −Θ| to account for the159

cyclicity of phases. Standard errors are then given by standard deviation values scaled by160

1/
√
N .161
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3 Basic Characteristics of the Mean Seasonal Cycle162

Estimates of the mean seasonal cycle in pb based on both GRACE products are pre-163

sented in parallel with those from ECCO. The discussion is centered on the qualitative164

characteristics of the seasonal cycle common to all the estimates, with detailed quantitative165

comparisons and differences between them presented in Section 5.166

The mean seasonal cycle is portrayed in terms of its Sa, Ssa and Sta harmonics (Figures167

1, 2 and 3 respectively) and also as four season means (DJF, MAM, JJA, SON) in Figure168

4. In the context of the standard errors defined in Section 2 and shown in Figures 5–7,169

the Sa harmonic is the most well determined. Nevertheless, both Ssa and Sta harmonics170

exhibit amplitudes above standard errors over extensive areas of the ocean (Figures 1–3).171

All harmonics are thus treated in what follows.172

Annual variations in pb (Figure 1) are the largest in general. Typical Sa amplitudes173

of 0.5–2.5 cm are seen in most of the deep oceans, reaching a maximum ∼ 4 cm in the174

Australian-Antarctic basin. Amplitudes are substantially larger in many enclosed seas and175

coastal regions, up to ∼ 20 cm in the Gulf of Carpentaria and the Gulf of Thailand. The176

annual cycle tends to be weaker in the Atlantic basin relative to the Pacific and Indian177

Oceans, and with the (possible) exception of the subtropical South Pacific and subpolar178

North Pacific, there is no clear pattern of western intensification.179

The larger annual cycle is also reflected in the pb seasonal means (Figure 4). In most180

of the ocean, the seasonal cycle reaches its maximum in local winter and minimum in local181

summer. For example, in the subtropical North Pacific, the annual cycle is maximum in182

January, consistent with largest positive pb anomalies in DJF and negative anomalies in183

JJA, with weaker anomalies in spring and fall. Regions with similar characteristics include184

most of the Southern Ocean, Nordic Seas, and coasts of the Barents and Kara Seas. These185

regions have significant annual pb variations in response to wind-driven Ekman transports,186

as examined in Cheng et al. (2021). In the Beaufort Sea and the East Siberian and Laptev187

Seas, including their coasts in the Arctic, annual peak values occur from August to October,188

consistent with maximum pb anomalies found in the fall months (Figure 4).189

Away from the coasts, annual phases tend to be similar along longitude within each190

basin and imply no clear westward propagation. Annual phases are also somewhat similar191

across different basins (Figure 1). In fact, most of the Indian, Pacific (except the subtropical192

North Pacific) and Arctic Oceans on one hand, and the Atlantic and Southern Oceans on the193

other, show anomalies of the same sign in DJF and JJA seasons (Figure 4). Such behavior194

is consistent with previous results (e.g., Ponte, 1999; Vinogradov et al., 2008; Johnson &195

Chambers, 2013) and can be attributed to large-scale wind forcing patterns and the efficient196

adjustment of the mass field over the global ocean at the annual time scale.197

In contrast to the homogeneous Sa phases over the deep ocean, sharper phase transitions198

can be seen near many coastal regions (e.g., along eastern North America and eastern Asia).199

This phase behavior suggests more complex (shorter scale) spatial structures of the annual200

cycle in coastal regions, where dynamical regimes are likely affected by water depth and201

bottom topography (e.g., Chen et al., 2023). Such coastal influences can still leave their202

imprint on the relatively coarse-resolution (∼ 3◦) fields analyzed in Figures 1 and 4.203

While Sa is the largest harmonic over most of the deep oceans, semiannual (Ssa) varia-204

tions are non-negligible (Figure 2) and can be as or more important in some regions, such as205

the Bellingshausen Basin and the western subpolar North Pacific. These deep ocean regions206

have Ssa amplitudes > 1 cm (Figure 2), with maximum and minimum pb anomalies being207

three, and not six months apart (Figure 4). Otherwise sub-centimeter Ssa amplitudes are208

found over most of the deep oceans.209

Similar to Sa, many enclosed seas and coastal regions exhibit enhanced Ssa amplitudes210

(maxima > 3 cm around the Maritime Continent and in the Red Sea and also relatively211
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Figure 1. Annual (Sa) amplitude (cm, left) and phase (relative to the vernal equinox in de-

grees, right) calculated from monthly pb record in ECCOv4r5 (a,b), JPL GRACE (c,d), and GSFC

GRACE (e,f) between 2002 and 2022. White contours in the left panels denote areas where ampli-

tudes are smaller than the standard errors.

large values along East Siberia and around the Bering Strait). Semiannual phases show,212

however, considerably more spatial structure than Sa phases (cf. Figures 1 and 2), not just213

around coastal regions but also in the deep oceans. There is also more spread in the phases214

from the three products, suggestive of noisier and consequently more variable estimates. We215

return to these differences in more detail in the next section.216

The terannual component (Sta, Figure 3) is the weakest of the three harmonics and217

also the most uncertain when examined in terms of respective standard errors (Figures218

3a,c,e and 7). Despite noticeable large-scale differences, particularly between ECCO and219

GRACE phases (e.g., Indo-Pacific, subpolar North Atlantic), amplitude and phase patterns220

are still qualitatively similar among the different products. Aside from some coastal regions,221

Sta amplitudes of ∼ 1 cm, well above the standard error (Figure 7), occur in the western222

subpolar North Pacific, Beaufort Sea, and the Australian-Antarctic basin. Smaller values of223

≲ 4 mm are prevalent elsewhere (Figure 3). That the Sta harmonic is relatively robust in224
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Figure 2. As in Figure 1, but for semiannual (Ssa) harmonics.

many areas despite its small values contrasts with the findings of Ray et al. (2021) for sea225

level. It is plausible that impacts of eddy “noise” on sea level are comparatively stronger226

than on pb fields analyzed here (cf. Hughes et al., 2018). Some of this noise is also smoothed227

in our analysis through the use of averages over 3◦ × 3◦ boxes.228

4 Year-to-Year Variability229

A general measure of overall stability of the seasonal cycle can be obtained by calculat-230

ing the standard deviations of amplitude and phase over the 21 years of record (2002–2022),231

as described in Section 2. The resulting standard deviations in Figures 5, 6 and 7, for the232

Sa, Ssa and Sta harmonics, respectively, indicate substantial variations of the seasonal cycle233

from year to year, in comparison to the mean amplitudes and phases in Figures 1–3.234

The year-to-year changes in amplitude tends to scale with the mean value, that is,235

largest variability coincides with places of largest mean amplitude, cf. Figures 5–7 and 1–3.236

This does not hold everywhere, though. For example, extensive parts of the Bellingshausen237

Basin show relatively variable Sa amplitudes and phases, which in turn contributes to the238
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Figure 3. As in Figure 1, but for terannual (Sta) harmonics.

region’s low mean amplitudes in Figure 1. Similar behavior seems to be present in the239

Australian-Antarctic basin for Ssa (Figures 2 and 6). In contrast, relatively stable phases240

can allow for a relatively strong mean seasonal cycle in some areas (e.g., Sa in the subtropical241

western South Pacific and Indian Oceans, Ssa in the midlatitude western North Pacific).242

Large (basin-scale) areas of most stable phases are found for Sa in the Indian Ocean and243

the western South Pacific, for both GRACE and ECCO estimates. The variability in phase244

tends to increase from Sa to Ssa to Sta.245

Comparing results across GRACE and ECCO, there are no systematic differences in the246

patterns of phase variability, but higher amplitude variability is seen in GRACE for most247

of the global ocean and for all harmonics. Data noise and other factors, like the presence of248

intrinsic pb variability in GRACE but not in ECCO (see Section5), may be partly responsible249

for the noted behavior.250

One key question related to climate change concerns the possibility of trends in the251

magnitude and phasing of the seasonal cycle. Although our record length (21 years) is252

relatively short to address such issues, we have carried out simple linear fits of the yearly253

time series of amplitude for Sa, Ssa and Sta harmonics. Apart perhaps from decreasing254
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Figure 4. Mean pb for seasons DJF (a,e), MAM (b,f), JJA (c,g) and SON (d,h), for JPL (left)

and ECCOv4r5 (right). Period of analysis is 2002–2022. Seasonal anomalies based on GSFC are

very similar and thus omitted to minimize clutter.
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Figure 5. Annual harmonic: standard deviation (SD) of amplitude and phase for ECCO (a,b),

JPL GRACE (c,d) and GSFC GRACE (e,f); colorbar ticks for standard error (SE), corresponding

to SD/
√
21, are also provided.
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Figure 6. As in Figure 5 but for semiannual harmonic.
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Figure 7. As in Figure 5 but for terannual harmonic.
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Sa amplitudes in the East Siberian coastal regions, the results of the exploratory analysis255

(not shown) did not reveal any major patterns of statistically significant trends consistently256

present across the GRACE and ECCO products.257

5 Uncertainties in the Mean Seasonal Cycle258

Returning to Figures 1–4, the mean seasonal cycle in pb estimated from GRACE data259

and ECCO is qualitatively similar, in terms of spatial patterns of maximum/minimum am-260

plitudes and phases. The qualitative agreement between ECCO and GRACE is expected261

given that ECCO solutions are constrained by GRACE (JPL mascons), as well as by most262

available in situ and satellite observations. A more quantitative comparison, however, can re-263

veal potential uncertainties in both the observations and the model-based, data-constrained264

ECCO estimates. We first examine differences between JPL and ECCO estimates and265

then elaborate on possible reasons for these differences coming from data noise and missing266

physics in the ocean model underlying the ECCO estimates. Focus is on the largest Sa and267

Ssa terms.268

5.1 Assessment of JPL and ECCO Estimates269

The differences between JPL and ECCO amplitudes and phases (Figure 8) imply sizable270

large-scale biases between the two estimates of the mean seasonal cycle. Annual amplitudes271

can differ by more than 0.5 cm in extensive areas, particularly around continental bound-272

aries. Semiannual amplitude differences are generally smaller but exhibit similar enhance-273

ment near the boundaries. Differences for both harmonics amount to typically 10%–50% of274

their respective amplitudes, and to more than 50% in several regions (e.g., around Green-275

land, near South Africa, Ross Sea; Figure 8b,f). Even small percentage differences in some276

marginal seas with large amplitudes (e.g., Sa in the Gulf of Carpentaria or Mediterranean277

Sea) translate to root-mean-square (rms) differences of more than 1 cm.278

The JPL GRACE amplitudes can be both larger and smaller than the ECCO am-279

plitudes, with a tendency for larger values particularly for Sa term. The organization of280

these differences in large-scale patterns of the same sign suggest that uncertainties in the281

estimated seasonal cycles can be correlated on broad spatial scales. Salient examples in282

Figure 8 are the negative values for most of the Southern Ocean in the case of Sa, and the283

positive values for most of the Atlantic, Indian and western tropical Pacific Oceans, in the284

case of Ssa.285

Differences in phase (Figure 8c,g) show behaviors similar to those noted for amplitudes.286

Sizable discrepancies of > 30◦ (that is, > 1 or 0.5 months for Sa and Ssa, respectively) are287

apparent in many regions. Both positive and negative values occur on relatively large scales,288

with considerable portions of individual basins (e.g., Atlantic) exhibiting phase differences289

of mostly the same sign. As for amplitudes, there is a tendency for larger phase differences290

close to the continental boundaries.291

The joint effect of amplitude and phase differences is captured by the rms difference292

also shown in Figure 8d,h. Largest values (> 1 cm) are mostly confined to coastal regions,293

confirming the tendency noted from the separate analysis of amplitude and phase variables.294

The somewhat larger rms values in Figure 8d,h compared to those in Figure 8a,e imply that295

both amplitude and phase differences can contribute to the estimated differences between296

GRACE and ECCO.297

The amplitude and phase differences in Figure 8 are substantially larger than the stan-298

dard errors particularly for the Sa term (Figures 5 and 6) and indicate that the year-to-year299

variability provide a limited view on the uncertainty of the mean pb seasonal cycle. In other300

words, sampling statistics of the mean seasonal cycle cannot explain the differences between301
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JPL and ECCO estimates in Figure 8. Instead, the differences may rather point to either302

data or model (ECCO) errors, or most likely a combination of both, as explored next.303

5.2 Data Uncertainties304

To probe for possible data errors, we examine differences in the seasonal harmonics305

between the JPL and GSFC mascon products (Figure 9). Although gravity fields solutions306

from both sources use essentially the same sensor data (ranging, accelerometers, etc.) and307

can contain common errors that will be eliminated in their differences, results in Figure308

9 provide an estimate of potential uncertainties resulting from different data processing,309

correction, and filtering techniques.310

A comparison with Figure 8 reveals similar spatial patterns but for the most part with311

somewhat weaker magnitudes and more variability on shorter scales, for both amplitude and312

phase differences. A common characteristic is the tendency for larger differences to occur313

around the boundaries in general. There are considerable amplitude differences between314

JPL and GSFC fields in the Arctic and in subpolar coastal regions (e.g., around Greenland,315

Sea of Okhotsk), and more generally around other continental boundaries, which are similar316

to those in Figure 8. Largest phase differences tend to cluster also around the boundaries.317

Some interior ocean regions with large differences (e.g., semiannual cycle in the South Pa-318

cific) coincide with places with weak amplitudes, where more unstable phase estimates are319

expected.320

Enhanced discrepancies in amplitude and phase estimates near the boundaries are sug-321

gestive of potential uncertainties related to the implementation of necessary filtering pro-322

cedures to minimize leakage of strong seasonal variability in land ice and hydrology into323

oceanic pb fields (e.g., Wiese et al., 2016). In some of these regions (e.g., around Green-324

land and Hudson Bay, and in the Arctic and western Mediterranean), the rms differences325

between JPL and GSFC can be larger than those between JPL and ECCO for both Sa and326

Ssa (cf. Figures 8d,h and 9d,h). Data issues are thus likely a substantial contributor to327

the differences with ECCO in these and other coastal regions. In a more global sense, the328

rms values in Figure 9 are smaller but not negligible compared to those in Figure 8 and329

can partly contribute to the observed mismatches between JPL and ECCO estimates of the330

seasonal cycle.331

5.3 Model Representation Errors332

A variety of factors may affect the ability of the ECCO solutions to fit the observational333

constraints, including those from GRACE. In particular, parts of the variability present in334

the satellite data may not be representable by the physics encoded in ECCO’s numerical335

ocean model—a classic case of a representation error. One important process worth explor-336

ing here are gravitational attraction and loading (GAL) effects, especially those related to337

changes in land ice and terrestrial hydrology, as well as the atmosphere over land, which338

can cause significant seasonal pb signals (Vinogradova et al., 2010, 2011).339

These GAL effects on pb were calculated as detailed in Appendix A, using the GSFC340

fields for cryospheric and hydrological mass loads and surface atmospheric pressures from341

an atmospheric reanalysis. The resulting Sa and Ssa variability (Figure 10), which com-342

pares well with similar estimates based on different periods and mass load datasets (e.g.,343

Vinogradova et al., 2011), is largest around landmasses and extensive ice bodies. Most344

important contributions from seasonal land ice and terrestrial water storage changes occur345

around Eurasia, North and South America, and from the atmosphere around Eurasia (Sa)346

and Antarctica (Ssa). The Arctic also shows elevated GAL signals for both Sa and Ssa.347

Values > 0.7 cm for Sa and > 0.2 cm for Ssa, seen near several of these continental348

boundaries, are appreciable when compared to Sa and Ssa pb amplitudes in Figure 1 and 2349

and are similar in magnitude to the rms differences between GRACE and ECCO (Figure350
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8d,h). Moreover, the larger GAL values occur in regions where there are noticeably larger351

rms differences between ECCO and JPL seasonal estimates (Figure 8d,h). It is therefore352

plausible that GAL-related variability contributes to the latter differences.353

Assuming the ECCO fields do not represent any GAL variability, adding the estimated354

GAL effects in Figure 10 to ECCO should lead to a reduction in the mismatch to GRACE.355

The rms differences between ECCO and JPL data are indeed reduced in 56% (Sa) and 55%356

(Ssa) of the oceans when the ECCO fields are augmented with the GAL seasonal cycle357

(Figure 11). More importantly, largest reductions of > 5 mm (Sa) and > 2 mm (Ssa) can be358

seen around several landmasses, particularly in areas with largest GAL effects (e.g., around359

Greenland and the Amazon, near Alaska). There are clearly more larger-magnitude rms360

reductions than increases for both Sa and Ssa terms (Figure 11b,d). Nevertheless, basins361

like the Arctic show a larger mismatch between GRACE and ECCO Sa estimates when362

GAL effects are considered (Figure 11a). Similar results are found for Ssa in regions around363

Antarctica that feature relatively large atmospheric GAL effects (Figures 10f and 11c).364

Several factors can cloud up the hypothesis testing in Figure 11. Given that ECCO is365

constrained by GRACE-derived pb fields, it is possible that part of the GAL signals in the366

data are fit by the ECCO optimization, despite the absence of GAL physics in the ocean367

model. This could lead to double counting in our analysis. Our estimates of GAL in Figure368

10 also carry the uncertainty implicit in the GSFC fields used. As another caveat, the369

response to GAL effects may not be fully static as assumed here, particularly in shallow and370

constricted regions and for the faster harmonics (see, e.g., Piecuch et al., 2022). Results in371

Figures 10 and 11 are nevertheless indicative that GAL effects need careful consideration in372

studies of the mean seasonal cycle in pb.373

Another type of representation error that can affect ECCO estimates and their differ-374

ence to GRACE rests with intrinsic ocean variability, which is internally generated and not375

directly driven by the atmosphere (Zhao et al., 2021). Intrinsic signals are associated with376

nonlinear mesoscale processes and energy cascades that are not aptly modeled at the coarse377

resolutions used in the ECCO solution analyzed here. In particular, results in Zhao et al.378

(2021) indicate that such intrinsic variability has a substantial signature at the seasonal379

time scale.380

As shown in Figure 12b, largest seasonal intrinsic variability can amount to > 0.5 cm381

(standard deviation) in some areas. These signals are again appreciable compared to sea-382

sonal rms differences between JPL and ECCO estimates in Figure 12a in regions associated383

with strong mean currents and eddies (e.g., along the Gulf Stream, Kuroshio Extension, Ag-384

ulhas and Antarctic Circumpolar Currents). In particular, enhanced rms JPL and ECCO385

differences near the Agulhas Retroflection and the Argentine Basin could be at least partly386

associated with the marked seasonal intrinsic variability in the same regions (Figure 12).387

The expected random character of intrinsic contributions can also play a part in some of the388

higher phase variability in the GRACE fields compared to ECCO in regions of the Southern389

Ocean and the North Atlantic (cf. Figure 5). As with GAL effects, these results are only390

suggestive, since the ECCO optimization may fit some of the intrinsic variability present391

in the GRACE, thus reducing its impact on the differences in Figure 8. In addition, inde-392

pendent estimates of seasonal intrinsic variability in Figure 12 are needed to confirm the393

original results of Zhao et al. (2021).394

6 Summary and Final Remarks395

The available record of surface mass changes provided by GRACE and its follow-on396

mission is now sufficiently long to yield relatively stable estimates of the mean seasonal397

cycle in pb over the global ocean, despite large variability of this seasonal cycle from year to398

year. Such estimates confirm the major influence of bottom topography on the amplitudes of399

the pb seasonal cycle, with largest values appearing in many shallow coastal regions. There400
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is also enhanced variability in some deep basins (e.g., sub-polar North Pacific, Australian-401

Antarctic Basin) because of weakened gradients in ambient potential vorticity associated402

with peculiar topography and/or stronger wind forcing (e.g., Gill & Niller, 1973; Ponte,403

1999; Vinogradov et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2023). Contributions from the annual term are404

generally the strongest, but the semi-annual harmonic is also important in several regions.405

Our joint analyses of two GRACE products and a recent ECCO solution reveal good406

qualitative agreement among the respective mean seasonal cycle estimates, but more quan-407

titative analysis of their differences (Figures 8 and 9) sheds light on potentially remaining408

deficiencies in both the gravimetry data and ECCO. In particular, differences between the409

JPL and GSFC GRACE products are consistent with larger data uncertainties near many410

coastal regions, including places where leakage of land mass signals are a well-known issue.411

In turn, for the ECCO estimates, the absence of GAL effects can also contribute to errors412

that are largest around landmasses with a strong interior mass change signal (e.g., South413

America, Greenland, and Gulf of Alaska). Moreover, intrinsic ocean variability, also missing414

in the ECCO estimates, can affect the fidelity of pb estimates in regions of strong mean415

currents and eddies.416

As evident from the influence of leakage of land signals onto pb estimates, resolution417

is one critical element in the quest to achieve improved estimates of pb variability and418

specifically its seasonal cycle. Resolution is especially important in regions with strong419

spatial gradients in pb variability, like those seen in many coastal regions and adjacent420

continental slopes marking the transitions from the deep ocean to shallow shelves. Although421

the 1◦ × 1◦ GSFC and ECCO fields can give a more refined picture of coastal pb changes422

than the 3◦ × 3◦ fields analyzed here, still finer grids will be needed to examine short scale423

structures of the pb seasonal cycle in the coastal zones (e.g., Piecuch et al., 2018). Higher424

resolution in model-based estimates like those produced by ECCO would also allow for425

better representation of bottom topography and coastal dynamics.426

Notwithstanding issues of spatial resolution and missing physics, the general consistency427

between the satellite and ECCO mean seasonal cycle estimates suggests that model-based428

pb fields can be use to explore shorter spatial scales and extended periods than those al-429

lowed by the available space gravity data. In the meantime, improved sampling and other430

advancements, in part related to oceanographic applications, are expected from future grav-431

ity missions (Daras et al., 2024). Amid these developments, the mean seasonal cycle, given432

its relatively large amplitude and robust sampling statistics, remains a key metric to as-433

sess the quality of—and guide improvements to—pb estimates from observations, models,434

or syntheses thereof.435

Appendix A Gravitational attraction and loading436

Changes in the mass distribution in any component of the Earth system affect ocean437

bottom pressure via the physics of gravitational attraction and loading (GAL, Vinogradova438

et al., 2011). Processes summarized under GAL—or self-attraction and loading in most439

previous works (e.g., Tamisiea et al., 2010; Vinogradova et al., 2010)—are the gravitational440

attraction of water toward the mass anomalies, crustal deformation under these loads, and441

the associated changes in Earth’s gravitational field. Such gravity field perturbations act as442

a body force on the oceans, leading to adjustments in pb, which we refer to as pGAL hereafter.443

Under the assumption that the ocean’s response is static (i.e., the applied loading is balanced444

by the resulting bottom pressure gradients), the GAL effects on pb or sea level are commonly445

calculated from given surface loads by solving the sea level equation (Farrell & Clark, 1976;446

Tamisiea et al., 2010). Iterations are invoked to ensure the the total inferred ocean load447

balances the total of the loads applied. On the solution level, values of pGAL can be split448

into449

pGAL =
1

A

∫
A

pGALdA+∆pGAL (A1)450
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that is, a spatial mean GAL effect, taken over the ocean with surface area A, and deviations451

from that mean, ∆pGAL (Vinogradova et al., 2010, 2011). In our analysis of the seasonal452

cycle, we focus on the spatially non-uniform components of pb and hence only values of453

∆pGAL are required. To this end, we resort to an approximation and replace the sea level454

equation with a much simpler, non-iterative GAL scheme adopted from tidal literature455

(Schindelegger et al., 2018). Suppose that a field of surface loads p′ (pressure in units456

of equivalent water thickness) is expanded into spherical harmonics and that only elastic457

components participate in the GAL response. For a given degree n and order m, we then458

evaluate (e.g., Hendershott, 1972)459

p∗GAL,nm =
3ρw (1 + k′n − h′

n)

ρe (2n+ 1)
p′nm (A2)460

where ρw and ρe are mean densities of seawater (1030 kg m−3) and the Earth (5517 kg m−3),461

and (k′n, h
′
n) are the degree-dependent load Love numbers (H. Wang et al., 2012) in the462

center of figure frame. The asterisk in Eq. (A2) indicates that the quantity p∗GAL synthesized463

from all spherical harmonic coefficients has, in general, a non-zero spatial mean. Thus, our464

estimate for ∆pGAL is465

∆pGAL = p∗GAL − 1

A

∫
A

p∗GALdA (A3)466

We apply Eqs. (A2) and (A3) separately to the in-phase and quadrature components of the467

respective harmonic (either Sa or Ssa). The considered loads p′ are (1) changes in land ice468

and terrestrial water storage, and (2) atmospheric mass variations as represented by ERA5469

(Hersbach et al., 2020, 2023) surface pressures over land. For (1), we directly use Sa and470

Ssa estimates fitted to GRACE GSFC land values on a 1/2
◦ × 1/2

◦
latitude-longitude grid.471

The GSFC fields are relatively smooth in space and therefore better suited than the JPL472

mascons for calculations involving spherical harmonics. All input fields are for the 2002–473

2022 time period and the spectral truncation is at n = 179. Note that we disregard effects474

of dynamic bottom pressure (Vinogradova et al., 2011), as the relevant oceanic mass loads475

are not easily separated from land-induced ∆pGAL signals in the GRACE fields and ECCO476

itself likely contains some oceanic GAL components (introduced by fitting to GRACE, see477

the main text).478

Given that Eq. (A2) is central to the sea level equation calculus (see Tamisiea et al.,479

2010), our estimates for GAL-induced pb fluctuations at the annual time scale are fairly480

consistent with Vinogradova et al. (2011)—compare their Figure 2 with Figure 10. The481

apparent differences are likely due to a mixture of various effects, including (i) omission of482

the degree-2 rotational feedback in the above procedure, (ii) differences in the temporal and483

spatial coverage of the input fields, (iii) finer spatial detail allowed for by our 1/2
◦ × 1/2

◦
484

computational grid, especially near coastlines, and (iv) use of GRACE-based loads instead485

of numerical model results with limited fidelity over ice sheets (cf. Figure 1 in Tamisiea et486

al., 2010).487

Appendix B Open Research488

The datasets used in this study are available from the following links: JPL monthly489

mass grids (https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/dataset/TELLUS GRAC-GRFO MASCON CRI490

GRID RL06.1 V3), GSFC global mascon solutions (https://earth.gsfc.nasa.gov/geo/491

data/grace-mascons), and ERA5 surface pressure (https://doi.org/10.24381/cds492

.adbb2d47). The pb fields from ECCOv4r5 are available from the ECCO project upon re-493

quest (https://www.ecco-group.org/). Harmonics shown in Figures 1–3, Matlab scripts494

for their calculation, and GAL data as shown in Figure 10 are provided in Zhao et al. (2024).495
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Figure 8. Assessment of differences between JPL GRACE and ECCO for annual (left) and

semiannual (right) harmonics: (a,e) JPL minus ECCO amplitudes; (b,f) Magnitude of the ratio

of JPL minus ECCO amplitude to max(JPL, ECCO) amplitude; (c,g) JPL minus ECCO phases;

(d,h) Root-mean-square difference between JPL and ECCO.
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Figure 9. As in Figure 8 but for the differences between JPL and GSFC mascons.
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Figure 10. Standard deviation of Sa (left) and Ssa (right) harmonics for gravitational attrac-

tion and loading (GAL) effects on ocean mass redistribution due to seasonal changes in land ice,

terrestrial water storage, and atmospheric mass over land. Panels (a,d) show the net GAL effect of

these loads, made up by contributions from ice and hydrology (b,e) and the atmosphere (c,f).
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Figure 11. Root-mean-square difference between JPL and ECCO estimates minus rms difference

between JPL and ECCO plus GAL fields, for Sa (a) and Ssa (c). Difference between positive and

negative values of area-weighted histograms are shown to the right (b,d). The bar at the endpoint

represents the cumulative tail values. Positive values cover ∼ 56% (Sa) and 55% (Ssa) of the global

ocean area.

Figure 12. (a) Root-mean-square difference between JPL and ECCO estimates for the combined

Sa and Ssa harmonics. (b) Standard deviation in cm of the mean seasonal cycle in pb associated

with intrinsic ocean variability, reproduced from Figure 3 of Zhao et al. (2021). Here, the mean

seasonal cycle is defined based on monthly mean composites; see Zhao et al. (2021) for details.
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